Alom’s Concrete Crane Rail Sleeper Type K1- 32T

Alom is engineer and supplier of crane track application. Besides rails and fastening systems Alom also delivers concrete crane rail sleepers and crane rail accessories including clips, base plates, rail pads etc.

Alom’s Concrete Crane Rail Sleeper Type K1- 32T has been successfully installed at RWG Container Terminal on the Maasvlakte 2 of the Port of Rotterdam.

Alom’s Concrete Crane Rail Sleeper Type K1- 32T:

- Proven system
  (reference Rotterdam World Gate Terminal)
- Wheel load capacity up to 32 ton
- Possibility for transponder holder
- Pre-stressed sleeper for high static and dynamic loads
- Including proven rail fastening system (SL1 – 600)
- Can be supplied for different rail profiles
- Can be supplied for different crane rail fastening systems

More information?
Experience and knowledge built up over many years in the different disciplines of the (crane) rail infra is used to improve existing fastening systems where possible and to design and construct new rail fastening systems.

It’s Alom’s aim to transfer its knowledge and experience in the crane rail business into reliable supplies with the right price/quality.

Would you like to have more information about Alom or the concrete sleeper K1-T32, please contact us.

+31 183 56 56 63 or www.alom-rail.com

www.alom.eu